3ETİKET (3KET)
BEP20 (BİNANCE SMART CHAİN)
Total Supply: 3.000.000.000
Token Contract: 0x7dEd73Ada72Fb1cFa5e231A79E2a872A1698bCc9
Token Symbol: 3KET

DISCLAIMER
The document you are reading is an open source version of a
B2B type shopping site. Our work on it has been completed. Our work
for innovations continues.

VISION
The Development Team is responsible for the management and
ecosystem development of: After bypassing LEGAL limitations using

3Ket Token
3Ket Token aims to be the management icon of the 3Etiket.com market.
3Ket Token aims to serve as a medium of exchange for the 3Etiket.com
market. 3Ket Token is also used for staking.

ENTRANCE
3Ket Token is the management token of the 3etiket.com
shopping platform. It is a marketplace that aims to develop with
blockchain technology andaims to work with the world's first blockchain
base, leading profitable shopping for its users. It is a platform that has
been established to become widespread all over
the world, is used in certain countries, and has mobile applications
whereinvestors can easily post their ads.

THECONOMIC MODEL
3 billion total supply of 3KET tokens and they are all already minted.
There will be no more and after launch the total available supply of
1 billion will decrease. 0.3% of every 3KET transaction is transaction fee.

AIR DROPS
The usual airdrops will be given in coin currency and the
use of ads in the marketplace. $3KET was created as a BEP20 Token
contract and minted on Binance Smart Chain with a total supply of
3 billion tokens. $3KET, users and investors stake and 3tag
allows you to post advertisements on the platform. 3KET Token
will serve as the main currency 3ket Token to be used as a single
payment instrument are followed transparently in the chain and
published on the product's website.

3Etiket.com Feature ($3ket)
3ket Token is accepted by its own finance platform. Here, Token
mostly Used to buy posting rights, giving rewards to those who
stake their tokens. It can be used for trading within the stake pool and
'3tags. At the same time, 3ket tokens will be able to be listed on
Decentralized Crypto.

3ket-3etiket
Investors will be able to trade (buy and sell) or stake
marketplace & 3ket tokens. marketplace to win prizes.

What is 3etiket.com?
Staking is the process of holding money to support funds in a
cryptocurrency wallet.operations of a blockchain network.
A shopping platform where he/she can sell investment vehicle and
valid products.
It is an application. Every user can open a store and sell their
products easily. Users who want to buy can create demand.
Since it is an application that is used in real terms, it is a
corporate structure that works with the fee of store users,
except for token income.

TOKENOMİCS
3Ket Token distribution detailed
3 Billion supply
%10 (200 million )teams of 2 billion tokens
%5 of the pre-sale will be 100 million units
%6 of airdrop prizes
%6 of marketing
%6 of consultancy
%6 of stock market list
%5 of 3etiket.com will be distributed to
users over time.
Team tokens can not be sold for 3 years,when unlocked,a maximum of
%12 will be sold per year.
3Ket Token Burn
%50 (1 billion) one will be burned
Remaining 3Ket Token
1 Billion 3Ket Token of %50 will be lokend and unlocked grodually 3 years,
6 years, 9 years

ROADMAP
Q3 2020
Project decision phase and birth
Q1 2021
Establishment, software startup, project planning
Q2 2021
Designing website, mobile applications, testing phases
Q3 2021
Website, mobile apps, Coinmarketcap and Coingecko listing,Airdrop pre-sale
planning 3etiket.com launch, advertising works
Website, mobile apps, coinmarketcap and coingecko listing,Airdrop pre-sale
planning 3etiket.com launch, advertising works
Q4 2021
Carrying out the stock market buy-sell negotiations, Increasing the usage
areas of 3etiket stores and making negotiations with corporate companies
Q1 2022
Global ads, 3etiket.com dissemination efforts in determined countries
Q2 2022
Mobile applications on 3Ket wallet work
Q3 2022
Transition to Blockchain infrastructure, the beginning of the preliminary work
on the payment system in the countries where cryptocurrencies have become
official
Q4 2022
3Ket wallet and payment system testing stages

